At-TEN-tion!

I’ve compiled a list of words that are spelled with TEN. See if you can figure out each word and finish writing it in the blanks.

Example: frequently ___ T E N
Answer: OFTEN

1. young cat ___ ___ T E N
2. a game played with rackets, balls and a net T E N ___ ___ ___
3. spoiled, as in fruit ___ ___ T E N
4. an extremely bad smell ___ T E N ___ ___
5. a snap, or other item, that holds things together ___ ___ T E N ___ ___
6. insects have a pair of these ___ ___ T E N ___ ___
7. often used on camping trips T E N ___ ___
8. a spatula, or other kitchen gadget ___ T E N ___ ___ ___
9. not hard or tough T E N ___ ___ ___
10. satisfied, comfortable ___ ___ T E N ___
11. the number of people present ___ ___ ___ T E N ___ ___ ___ ___
12. a fat used in baking ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ T E N ___ ___ ___
13. recorded with paper and pencil ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ T E N
14. a ligament or cord of dense tissue T E N ___ ___ ___
15. give attention with the ear ___ ___ ___ T E N
At-TEN-tion! – Answers

1. kitten
2. tennis
3. rotten
4. stench
5. fastener
6. antenna
7. tents
8. utensil
9. tender
10. content
11. attendance
12. shortening
13. written
14. tendon
15. listen